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[Triphthongs. A triphthong is a sound pro-
duced by running together three vowels in the
same syllable. Technically, a proper triph-
thong would be one in which all three of these
vowels are sounded, but there is no such in-
stance in the English language. The only
triphthong is the improper, or trigraph, in
which three vowels appear in the same sylla-
ble but only one of them is sounded. Ex-
amples of the improper triphthong, or tri-
graph, are found in the words adieu and
beauty.
Vocal Ecfliivalents. The teacher, parent
or student will find much help in learning
correct pronunciations of words if the fol-
lowing table of vowels and their equivalent
sounds is studied until it is thoroughly un-
derstood.
Consonants. The consonant sounds of the
alphabet are best learned by observing how
the letters they represent are sounded in
spoken words. The following table of as-
pirates and subvocals will materially assist
one to master these sounds:
table op aspirates
f   as in far
h   as in hand
k   as in kind
p   as in pen
s   as in sin
t   as in tip
th   as in through
sh   as in shore
ch   as in chick
wh   as in whirl
table of subvocals
b   as in band
d   as in dead
g   as in gun
j   as in joy
1   as in lip
m   as in men
n   as hi none
ng   as in sung
r   as in tar
th   as in then
v   as in vain
w   as in went
y   as in yacht
z   as in zinc
s   as in treasurer
si   as in version
In the spelling of English words we oc-
casionally use a letter whose sound in the
word is that of another letter or other letters.
 As an illustration, in the word onion, the
first n is sounded as though it were ny. Other
equivalents will be noted in the following
table:
table	of vocal equivalents
a.	as in what	5
a	as in liar	e
e	as in there	a
e.	as in they	a
i	as in police	e
i	as in firm	e
6	as in ought	a
6	as in some	ti
0	as in tailor	e
q	as in to	oo
o	as in world	06
u	as in mule	oo
11	as in fur	06
y	as in cry	i
y	as in badly	i
y	as in myrtle	e
SUBVOCAL AND ASPIRATE EQUIVALENTS
§	as in mice      s
e	as in catch     k
g	as in gin        j
n	as in pink    ng
ii	as in onion  ny
§	as in phase    z
X	as in box     ks
S	as in e^act gz
ph	as in sylph f
qu	as in quick kw
qu	as in croquet k
Syllabication and Accent
Consonant and vowel sounds are corboineor
in groups known as syllables, and these
groups are in turn united to form vords.
Sometimes a single vowel may form a sylla-
ble, but a consonant cannot be thus used
alone; it must always be combined with a
vowel. The syllables of which a word is
formed must be carefully noted, for in
pronunciation one of the syllables of the
word is distinguished by special emphasis or
accent, and the others must be clearly enun-
ciated; and in writing it frequently happens
that the parts of a word must be separated
at the close of a line, thus requiring a proper
division into syllables. A general rule for the
division of a word into syllables is that if
two consonants occur between two vowels,
one goes with each vowel, and that when but
one consonant comes between two vowels the
consonant usually goes with the second vowel.

